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Maður er manns gaman
The Determinants of Living Standards in Icelandic Regions
Gylfi Zoega and Marta G. Skúladóttir

We use migration data for Iceland to infer the living standards of different regions, and for observing how much
of the standard of living is determined by average income and unemployment, on the one hand, and other deter-
minants of welfare such as population density, on the other hand. The latter include any non-measurable non-
pecuniary amenities. We estimate a regression using Icelandic data, which results in rankings of the regions
with respect to overall living standards and amenities. The results suggest that urban areas are the attractor that
drives migration on the island: people tend to prefer larger towns and cities to smaller communities. Regional
differences in house prices provide a countervailing force that slows down the inevitable urbanisation of
Iceland. In contrast, differences in regional unemployment rates and average incomes are unrelated to the pat-
tern of regional migration. Interestingly, the most rural areas provide an abundance of other amenities – that is,
those not found in urban areas – the eastern fjords being the most preferred location! However, greater urban-
isation around the capital city ensures the highest living standards on the island.
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Framreikningar heilbrigðisútgjalda
Demographic Change and Health Care Expenditures in Iceland
Sólveig F. Jóhannsdóttir and Tryggvi Thór Herbertsson

Population aging will cause increased pressure on public finance in Iceland in the near future. Not only will
health care costs associated with the age structure of the population increase, but the tax base will be smaller
as a greater part of the population retires. Aging will overtake population growth as the main demographic dri-
ver of health expenditure growth. Using generational accounting we show that public finance in Iceland is in
relatively good shape to meet this upcoming challenge.
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Raungengið flýtur þótt nafngengið sé fast
The Real Exchange Rate always Floats
Thorvaldur Gylfason

This paper makes two main points. First, irrespective of nominal exchange rate arrangements, the real
exchange rate always floats – if not through nominal exchange rate adjustment, then through price change.
Further, because prices and wages tend to be sticky, the adjustment of real exchange rates towards long-run
equilibrium takes time, as witnessed by long-lasting currency misalignments around the world. Second, real
exchange rates are rather likely to fluctuate on their way towards long-run equilibrium because of the dynam-
ic interaction between real exchange rates and the current account or, put differently, because the structure of
lags with which exchange rates impact the volume of exports and imports may give rise to oscillatory be-
haviour.
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Skipulag og samkeppni á íslenska raforkumarkaðnum
Organisational Structure and Competition in the Icelandic Electricity Market
Thórdur Fridjónsson

The Icelandic electricity system is an island system, geographically isolated and small in size. It is also basi-
cally a hydro system with energy-intensive firms accounting for the majority of demand. Furthermore, one
company is dominant in generation and the others have strong regional backgrounds. This creates a number of
obstacles to liberalisation. Apart from unbundling and implementing efficient regulatory reform, some organ-
isational changes seem to be important in order to achieve a state of meaningful competition. In this paper I
discuss different options for striking a better balance between the existing firms with the aim of creating effec-
tive competition in the case of Iceland.
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Nóbelsverðlaunin í hagfræði árið 2001 
Ójafn leikur – markaðir þar sem upplýsingar eru ósamhverfar
The Nobel Prize for Economics in 2001: Markets with asymmetric information
An article from the Nobel Foundation’s website (www.nobel.se)

In 2001, the Bank of Sweden Prize in Economic Sciences in Memory of Alfred Nobel was awarded to George
Akerlof, Michael Spence and Joseph Stiglitz for their pioneering contributions to modern information eco-
nomics. Research on incentives and market equilibrium in situations with asymmetric information has been a
prolific part of economic theory for more than two decades, and the three Nobel laureates have been at the fore-
front of this research. Their work transformed the way economists think about the functioning of markets and
the analytical methods they suggested have been applied to explain many social and economic institutions,
especially different types of contracts. Other researchers have used and extended their original models to
analyse organisations and institutions, as well as macroeconomic issues such as monetary and employment pol-
icy. This paper traces the main contributions of the three laureates and outlines the wide range of applications
their models have found.

Keywords: Information economics, adverse selection, signalling, screening.
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